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Essays on Art and Language
Discusses the origin of Impressionism and major Impressionist artists.
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Art in Theory 1815-1900
Examines Art Nouveau worldwide in the context of the issues of the age, from end
of century anxieties about the pressures of modern life to nationalism, spiritualism,
the emancipation of women and the heroic cult of youth.

The Restoration of Paintings in Paris, 1750-1815
Art in Theory 1815-1900 provides the most wide-ranging and comprehensive
collection of documents ever assembled on nineteenth-century theories of art. Like
its highly successful companion volume, Art in Theory 1900-1990, also edited by
Charles Harrison and Paul Wood, its primary aim is to provide students and
teachers with the documentary material for informed and up-to-date study. Its 260
texts, clear organization and considerable editorial content in this anthology
furnish a vivid and indispensable introduction to the history of the art of the period.
The anthology is also invaluable to anyone interested in the wider cultural debates
of the nineteenth century, and in the development of modern aesthetic theories.
Harrison, Wood and Gaiger collect writings by artists, critics, philosophers and
literary figures, some reprinted in their entirety, others excerpted from longer
works. Among the major themes treated are concepts of genius and originality,
modes of landscape painting, approaches to Realism, the question of Modernity
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and debates over Impressionism, theories of optics and color, the aesthetics of
photography, and the rise of photography. Each section is prefaced by an essay
that situates the ideas of the period in their historical context, while relating
theoretical concerns and debates to developments in the practice of art. Each text
is briefly introduced by an outline giving the circumstances of its original
appearance and indicating its relevance to the development of modern artistic
theory. An extensive bibliography is also provided.

Art in Theory 1815-1900
"This is cultural history of the first order, and it is liberal and humane history at its
very best."—David Cannadine An essential work for anyone who wishes to
understand the social history of the nineteenth century, Schnitzler's Century is the
culmination of Peter Gay's thirty-five years of scholarship on bourgeois culture and
society. Using Arthur Schnitzler, the sexually emboldened Viennese playwright, as
his master of ceremonies, Gay offers a brilliant reexamination of the hundred-year
period that began with the defeat of Napoleon and concluded with the
conflagration of 1914. This is a defining work by one of America's greatest
historians.

Sculpture
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Since the nineteenth century, when art history became an established academic
discipline, works of art have been 'read' in a variety of ways. These different ways
of describing and interpreting art are the methodologies of artistic analysis, the
divining rods of meaning. Regardless of a work's perceived difficulty, an art object
is, in theory, complex. Every work of art is an expression of its culture (time and
place) and its maker (the artist) and is dependent on its media (what it's made of).
The methodologies discussed here (formal analysis, iconology and iconography,
Marxism, feminism, biography and autobiography, psychoanalysis, structuralism,
race and gender) reflect the multiplicity of meanings in an artistic image. The
second edition includes nineteen new images, new sections on race, gender,
orientalism, and colonialism, and a new epilogue that analyzes a single painting to
illustrate the different methodological viewpoints.

Arguing about Alliances
The decades following the 1973 publication of Alessandro Conti’s Storia del
Restauro have seen considerable scholarly interest in the development of
restoration in France in the second half of the eighteenth century. A number of
technical treatises and biographies of restorers have offered insight into
restoration practice. The Restoration of Paintings in Paris, 1750–1815, however, is
the first book to situate this work within the broader historical and philosophical
contexts of the time. Drawing on previously unpublished primary material from
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archives in Paris, Berlin, Rome, and Venice, Noémie Étienne combines art history
with anthropology and sociology to survey the waning decades of the Ancien
Régime and early post– Revolution France. Initial chapters present the diversity of
restoration practice, encompassing not only royal institutions and the Louvre
museum but also private art dealers, artists, and craftsmen, and examine
questions of trade secrecy and the changing role of the restorer. Following
chapters address the influence of restoration and exhibition on the aesthetic
understanding of paintings as material objects. The book closes with a discussion
of the institutional and political uses of restoration, along with an art historical
consideration of such key concepts as authenticity, originality, and stability of
artworks, emphasizing the multilayered dimension of paintings by such important
artists as Titian and Raphael. There is also a useful dictionary of the main restorers
active in France between 1750 and 1815.

Art in Theory 1900 - 2000
Carl Gustav Carus (1789-1869)--court physician to the king of Saxony--was a
naturalist, amateur painter, and theoretician of landscape painting whose Nine
Letters on Landscape Painting is an important document of early German
romanticism and an elegant appeal for the integration of art and science. Carus
was inspired by and had contacts with the greatest German intellectuals of his day.
Carus prefaced his work with a letter from his correspondence with Johann
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Wolfgang von Goethe, who was his primary mentor in both science and art. His
writings also reflect, however, the influence of the German natural philosopher
Friedrich Wilhelm Joseph Schelling, especially Schelling's notion of a world soul,
and the writings of the naturalist and explorer Alexander von Humboldt. Carus
played a role in the revolution in landscape painting taking place in Saxony around
Caspar David Friedrich. The first edition appears here in English for the first time.

The Culture Industry
A History of Modern Europe surveys European history from thedefeat of Napoleon
to the twenty-first century, presenting majorhistorical themes in an authoritative
and compellingnarrative. Concise, readable single volume covering Europe from
the earlynineteenth century through the early twenty-first century Vigorous
interpretation of events reflects a fresh, conciseperspective on European history
Clear and thought-provoking treatment of major historicalthemes Lively narrative
reflects complexity of modern Europeanhistory, but remains accessible to those
unfamiliar with thefield

A History of Modern Europe
Famous across Europe and America, recipient of the highest possible honours in
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Germany including the order of the Black Eagle and elevation to nobility, admired
by Degas as 'the greatest living master', Adolph Menzel was perhaps the greatest
German painter of the late nineteenth century. In this splendidly illustrated book the only comprehensive volume on Menzel in English - photographs of the artist
and contemporary Berlin accompany reproductions of hundreds of his paintings
and drawings. Menzel specialists and art historians contribute chapters on his life
and art, his visits to France, his critical reception, relevant social and historical
background, and different approaches to his work. Until recently, Menzel's many
paintings and drawings were separated from one another in collections on either
side of the Berlin Wall. Now, in the wake of reunification, the Berlin Museums have
put together the most extensive Menzel exhibit since the retrospective that
followed his death in 1905. This book is the catalogue for the exhibit that had its
debut at the Musee D'Orsay in Paris (April 15 to July 28), travels to the National
Gallery of Art in Washington, D.C. (September 15, 1996 to January 5, 1997) and
returns to Nationalgalerie in Berlin (February 7 to May 11, 1997).

The Frame of Art
Aesthetics and Painting introduces and opens up current debates and ideas in the
aesthetics of painting. At the book's center is an investigation of the complex
relationship between what a painting depicts and the means by which it is
depicted. The book looks at: how and why painting may be distinguished from
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other art forms; the relationship between the painted surface and the depicted
subject; the "rules of representation" specific to painting; abstract art and
nonrepresentational painting; the most recent technological and aesthetic
developments and their implications; the role of the artist-and that of the
spectator. A sophisticated treatment of major ideas in art and philosophy,
Aesthetics and Painting remains highly readable throughout, offering a clear and
coherent account of the nature of painting as an art form.

Art in Theory 1815-1900
Art in Theory: The West in the World is a ground-breaking anthology that
comprehensively examines the relationship of Western art to the art and material
culture of the wider world. Editors Paul Wood and Leon Wainwright have included
over 350 texts, some of which appear in English for the first time. The anthologized
texts are presented in eight chronological parts, which are then subdivided into
key themes appropriate to each historical era. The majority of the texts are
representations of changing ideas about the cultures of the world by European
artists and intellectuals, but increasingly, as the modern period develops, and
especially as colonialism is challenged, a variety of dissenting voices begin to claim
their space, and a counter narrative to western hegemony develops. Over half the
book is devoted to 20th and 21st century materials, though the book’s unique
selling point is the way it relates the modern globalization of art to much longer
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cultural histories. As well as the anthologized material, Art in Theory: The West in
the World contains: A general introduction discussing the scope of the collection
Introductory essays to each of the eight parts, outlining the main themes in their
historical contexts Individual introductions to each text, explaining how they relate
to the wider theoretical and political currents of their time Intended for a wide
audience, the book is essential reading for students on courses in art and art
history. It will also be useful to specialists in the field of art history and readers
with a general interest in the culture and politics of the modern world.

Art in Theory
An accessible guide to the study and appraisal of paintings, drawings, and prints,
this book shows how to learn to look at and understand an image by analyzing how
it works, what its pictorial elements are, and how they relate to each other.
Illustrated with over 90 images, including works by Van Gogh, Picasso, Matisse,
and Rothko.

Art in Theory 1900-1990
The creation of the Frankfurt School of critical theory in the 1920s saw the birth of
some of the most exciting and challenging writings of the twentieth century. It is
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out of this background that the great critic Theodor Adorno emerged. His finest
essays are collected here, offering the reader unparalleled insights into Adorno's
thoughts on culture. He argued that the culture industry commodified and
standardized all art. In turn this suffocated individuality and destroyed critical
thinking. At the time, Adorno was accused of everything from overreaction to
deranged hysteria by his many detractors. In today's world, where even the least
cynical of consumers is aware of the influence of the media, Adorno's work takes
on a more immediate significance. The Culture Industry is an unrivalled indictment
of the banality of mass culture.

Nine Letters on Landscape Painting
Western Art and the Wider World explores the evolvingrelationship between the
Western canon of art, as it has developedsince the Renaissance, and the art and
culture of the Islamicworld, the Far East, Australasia, Africa and the Americas.
Explores the origins, influences, and evolving relationshipbetween the Western
canon of art as it has developed since theRenaissance and the art and culture of
the Islamic world, the FarEast, Australasia, Africa and the Americas Makes the case
for ‘world art’ long before thefashion of globalization Charts connections between
areas of study in art that long wereconsidered in isolation, such as the Renaissance
encounter with theOttoman Empire, the influence of Japanese art on the19thcentury French avant-garde and of African art on earlymodernism, as well as
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debates about the relation of‘contemporary art’ to the past. Written by a wellknown art historian and co-editor of thelandmark Art in Theory volumes

Cezanne and the End of Impressionism
This is a reproduction of the original artefact. Generally these books are created
from careful scans of the original. This allows us to preserve the book accurately
and present it in the way the author intended. Since the original versions are
generally quite old, there may occasionally be certain imperfections within these
reproductions. We're happy to make these classics available again for future
generations to enjoy!

Western Art and the Wider World
Art for art's sake. Art created in pursuit of personal expression. In Art in an Age of
Counterrevolution, Albert Boime rejects these popular modern notions and
suggests that history—not internal drive or expressive urge—as the dynamic force
that shapes art. This volume focuses on the astonishing range of art forms
currently understood to fall within the broad category of Romanticism. Drawing on
visual media and popular imagery of the time, this generously illustrated work
examines the art of Romanticism as a reaction to the social and political events
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surrounding it. Boime reinterprets canonical works by such politicized artists as
Goya, Delacroix, Géricault, Friedrich, and Turner, framing their work not by
personality but by its sociohistorical context. Boime's capacious approach and
scope allows him to incorporate a wide range of perspectives into his analysis of
Romantic art, including Marxism, social history, gender identity, ecology,
structuralism, and psychoanalytic theory, a reach that parallels the work of
contemporary cultural historians and theorists such as Edward Said, Pierre
Bourdieu, Eric Hobsbawm, Frederic Jameson, and T. J. Clark. Boime ultimately
establishes that art serves the interests and aspirations of the cultural bourgeoisie.
In grounding his arguments on their work and its scope and influence, he
elucidates how all artists are inextricably linked to history. This book will be used
widely in art history courses and exert enormous influence on cultural studies as
well.

The Challenge of the Avant-garde
This reader, a companion to The Open University's four-volume Art of the
Twentieth Century series, offers a variety of writings by art historians and art
theorists. The writings were originally published as freestanding essays or chapters
in books, and they reflect the diversity of art historical interpretations and
theoretical approaches to twentieth-century art. Accessible to the general reader,
this book may be read independently or to supplement the materials explored in
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the four course texts. The volume includes a general introduction as well as a brief
introduction to each piece, outlining its origin and relevance.

Adolph Menzel, 1815-1905
Drawing on a broad foundation in the history of nineteenth-century French art,
Richard Shiff offers an innovative interpretation of Cézanne's painting. He shows
how Cézanne's style met the emerging criteria of a "technique of originality" and
how it satisfied critics sympathetic to symbolism as well as to impressionism.
Expanding his study of the interaction of Cézanne and his critics, Shiff considers
the problem of modern art in general. He locates the core of modernism in a
dialectic of making (technique) and finding (originality). Ultimately, Shiff provides
not only clarifying accounts of impressionism and symbolism but of a modern
classicism as well.

An Introduction to Art
An original theory of politics and international relations based on ancient Greek
ideas of human motivation.

Art Nouveau A&i
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At once engaging, personal, and analytical, this book provides the intellectual
resources for the critical understanding of art Charles Harrison’s landmark book
offers an original, clear, and wide-ranging introduction to the arts of painting and
sculpture, to the principal artistic print media, and to the visual arts of modernism
and post-modernism. Covering the entire history of art, from Paleolithic cave
painting to contemporary art, it provides foundational guidance on the basic
character and techniques of the different art forms, on the various genres of
painting in the Western tradition, and on the techniques of sculpture as they have
been practiced over several millennia and across a wide range of cultures.
Throughout the book, Harrison discusses the relative priorities of aesthetic
appreciation and historical inquiry, and the importance of combining the two
approaches. Written in a style that is at once graceful, engaging, and personal, as
well as analytical and exact, this illuminating book offers an impassioned and
timely defense of the importance and value of the firsthand encounter with works
of art, whether in museums or in their original locations.

Impressionism
This work discusses the art of the middle third of the twentieth century. It consists
of a short general introduction and four parts, each concentrating on a key aspect
of the art of the period.
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Learning to Look at Paintings
Art in Theory 1815-1900 provides the most wide-ranging and comprehensive
collection of documents ever assembled on nineteenth-century theories of art.

Art of the Twentieth Century
Aesthetic experience was problematic for Enlightenment authors. Arguing against
the commonly held view that aesthetics in the eighteenth and early nineteenth
centuries was defined by the professionalization of criticism and the disinterested
contemplation and evaluation of the work of art in isolation, David Marshall seeks
to understand how and why aesthetic experience in fact often generated
tremendous emotion and tension. Focusing on stories about art told in literary,
critical, and philosophical writings, in which art is represented as both powerful and
disconcerting, he demonstrates how an aesthetic perspective blurs the boundaries
between art and reality rather than separating them. Lucid and erudite, The Frame
of Art examines an Enlightenment preoccupation with the pervasive presence of
art and aesthetic experience in everyday life. Viewing a world composed of
images, simulacra, copies, reenactments, performances, paintings, and texts,
authors and characters describe and enact—in what Marshall describes as a
"representation compulsion"—intense experiences of art that are far from the
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disinterested museum experience typically seen as the endpoint of eighteenthcentury aesthetics. These insightful readings of Charlotte Lennox, Jean-Jacques
Rousseau, Gotthold Lessing, Lord Kames, Henry Mackenzie, David Hume, Jane
Austen, and the theorists of the picturesque trace the dramatization of aesthetic
experience and the desire to design one's life as if it were a work of art-a painting,
a play, or a novel. Marshall asks what it means for these authors to view the world
through the frame of art.

The Art of Seeing
These 300 texts provide a vivid introduction to the history of art between 1900 and
2000. Major themes considered include: concepts of genius and originality, modes
of landscape painting, the question of Modernity, and the aesthetics of
photography.

Art in Theory 1648-1815
This best-selling exploration of traditional and contemporary art and artistic media
focuses on art as seen from the artist's point of view, treating artistic techniques
and introductory aesthetic principles. It is an engaging, clear, and concise
presentation with a multi-cultural emphasis. The careful design of the illustrations,
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text, headings, timelines, and boxes enhances the relationship between text and
illustrations. The book has a four-part organization--Part I lays the foundation for
seeing; Parts II and III views two-and three-dimensional art; and Part IV approaches
art as it exists in time. Topics cover a broad range of media and traditional and
contemporary art, including installation; video and performance art; encaustic;
fresco; wood engraving; earthworks; computers and art.

The Crescent Obscured
"The eye that gathers impressions is no longer the eye that sees a depiction on a
surface; it becomes a hand, the ray of light becomes a finger, and the imagination
becomes a form of immediate touching."—Johann Gottfried Herder Long
recognized as one of the most important eighteenth-century works on aesthetics
and the visual arts, Johann Gottfried Herder's Plastik (Sculpture, 1778) has never
before appeared in a complete English translation. In this landmark essay, Herder
combines rationalist and empiricist thought with a wide range of sources—from the
classics to Norse legend, Shakespeare to the Bible—to illuminate the ways we
experience sculpture. Standing on the fault line between classicism and
romanticism, Herder draws most of his examples from classical sculpture, while
nevertheless insisting on the historicity of art and of the senses themselves.
Through a detailed analysis of the differences between painting and sculpture, he
develops a powerful critique of the dominance of vision both in the appreciation of
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art and in our everyday apprehension of the world around us. One of the key
articulations of the aesthetics of Sturm und Drang, Sculpture is also important as
an anticipation of subsequent developments in art theory. Jason Gaiger's
translation of Sculpture includes an extensive introduction to Herder's thought,
explanatory notes, and illustrations of all the sculptures discussed in the text.

The Germans and Their Art
Why do some attempts to conclude alliance treaties end in failure? From the
inability of European powers to form an alliance that would stop Hitler in the
1930s, to the present inability of Ukraine to join NATO, states frequently attempt
but fail to form alliance treaties. In Arguing about Alliances, Paul Poast sheds new
light on the purpose of alliance treaties by recognizing that such treaties come
from negotiations, and that negotiations can end in failure. In a book that bridges
Stephen Walt's Origins of Alliance and Glenn Snyder's Alliance Politics, two classic
works on alliances, Poast identifies two conditions that result in non-agreement:
major incompatibilities in the internal war plans of the participants, and attractive
alternatives to a negotiated agreement for various parties to the negotiations. As a
result, Arguing about Alliances focuses on a group of states largely ignored by
scholars: states that have attempted to form alliance treaties but failed. Poast
suggests that to explain the outcomes of negotiations, specifically how they can
end without agreement, we must pay particular attention to the wartime planning
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and coordinating functions of alliance treaties. Through his exploration of the
outcomes of negotiations from European alliance negotiations between 1815 and
1945, Poast offers a typology of alliance treaty negotiations and establishes what
conditions are most likely to stymie the attempt to formalize recognition of
common national interests.

Varieties of Modernism
Art in Theory 1815-1900 provides the most wide-ranging and comprehensive
collection of documents ever assembled on nineteenth-century theories of art.

Selling Andrew Jackson
A Cultural Theory of International Relations
"Rich in ideas and illustrationsof interest to scholars and art enthusiasts
alike."—Library Journal

Who's Afraid of Modern Art?
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Modern art can be confusing and intimidating--even ugly and blasphemous. And
yet curator and art critic Daniel A. Siedell finds something else, something much
deeper that resonates with the human experience. With over thirty essays on such
diverse artists as Andy Warhol, Thomas Kinkade, Diego Velazquez, Robyn O'Neil,
Claudia Alvarez, and Andrei Rublev, Siedell offers a highly personal approach to
modern art that is informed by nearly twenty years of experience as a museum
curator, art historian, and educator. Siedell combines his experience in the
contemporary art world with a theological perspective that serves to deepen the
experience of art, allowing the work of art to work as art and not covert philosophy
or theology, or visual illustrations of ideas, meanings, and worldviews. Who's Afraid
of Modern Art? celebrates the surprising beauty of art that emerges from and
embraces pain and suffering, if only we take the time to listen. Indeed, as Siedell
reveals, a painting is much more than meets the eye. So, who's afraid of modern
art? Siedell's answer might surprise you.

Schnitzler's Century: The Making of Middle-Class Culture
1815-1914
The Methodologies of Art
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Critical and theoretical essays by a long-time participant in the Art & Language
movement. These essays by art historian and critic Charles Harrison are based on
the premise that making art and talking about art are related enterprises. They are
written from the point of view of Art & Language, the artistic movement based in
England--and briefly in the United States--with which Harrison has been associated
for thirty years. Harrison uses the work of Art & Language as a central case study
to discuss developments in art from the 1950s through the 1980s. According to
Harrison, the strongest motivation for writing about art is that it brings us closer to
that which is other than ourselves. In seeing how a work is done, we learn about its
achieved identity: we see, for example, that a drip on a Pollock is integral to its
technical character, whereas a drip on a Mondrian would not be. Throughout the
book, Harrison uses specific examples to address a range of questions about the
history, theory, and making of modern art--questions about the conditions of its
making and the nature of its public, about the problems and priorities of criticism,
and about the relations between interpretation and judgment.

Nineteenth Century Art
Selling Andrew Jackson is the first book-length study of the American portrait
painter Ralph E. W. Earl, who worked as Andrew Jackson’s personal artist from
1817 until Earl’s death in 1838. During this period Jackson held Earl in close
council, even providing him residence at the Hermitage, Jackson’s home in
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Tennessee, and at the White House during his presidency. In this well-researched
and comprehensive volume, Rachel Stephens examines Earl’s role in Jackson’s
inner circle and the influence of his portraits on Jackson’s political career and
historical legacy. By investigating the role that visual culture played in early
American history, Stephens reveals the fascinating connections between politics
and portraiture in order to challenge existing frameworks for grasping the inner
workings of early nineteenth-century politics. Stephens argues that understanding
the role Earl played within Jackson’s coterie is critical to understanding the
trajectory of Jackson’s career. Earl, she concludes, should be credited with playing
the propagandistic role of image-shaper—long before such a position existed within
American presidential politics. Earl’s portraits became fine art icons that changed
in character and context as Jackson matured from the hero of the Battle of New
Orleans to the first common-man president to the leader of the Democratic party,
and finally to the rustic sage of the Hermitage. Jackson and Earl worked as a team
to exploit an emerging political culture that sought pictures of famous people to
complement the nation’s exploding mass culture, grounded on printing, fast
communications, and technological innovation. To further this cause, Earl operated
a printmaking enterprise and used his portrait images to create engravings and
lithographs to spread Jackson’s influence into homes and businesses. Portraits
became vehicles to portray political allegiances, middle-class cultural aspirations,
and the conspicuous trappings of wealth and power. Through a comprehensive
analysis of primary sources including those detailing Jackson’s politics,
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contemporary political cartoons and caricatures, portraits and prints, and the social
and economic history of the period, Stephens illuminates the man they pictured in
new ways, seeking to broaden the understanding of such a complicated figure in
American history.

Art in an Age of Counterrevolution, 1815-1848
Mary Acton suggests that the best way to understand modern art is to look closely
at it, and to consider the different elements that make up each art work composition, space and form, light and color and subject matter. Her engaging and
beautifully-written guide to art of the modern and postmodern period covers key
art movements including Expressionism, Constructivism, the Bauhaus, Surrealism,
Pop Art, Conceptual Art and Young British Art, and artistic forms such as
architecture and design, sculpture and installation as well as works on canvas. The
book is richly illustrated with color and black and white images by the artists,
designers and architects discussed, ranging from Picasso and Matisse to Le
Corbusier, Andy Warhol and Rachel Whiteread.

Art in Theory 1815-1900
The Challenge of the Avant-Garde is the fourth of six books in the series Art and its
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Histories, which form the main texts of an Open University course. The course has
been designed for students who are new to the discipline but will also appeal to
those who have undertaken some study in this area. This volume traces the
challenge posed to the academic canon by the emergent avant-garde of the early
and mid-nineteenth century.It looks at significant shifts in the development of the
concept, both in moves away from the sense of social leadership to a desire for
artistic autonomy in the later nineteenth century and then a reverse movement to
bridge the gap between art and life in the revolutionary avant-gardes of the early
twentieth century. The book closes with an examination of the eventual
incorporation of the avant-garde as a form of modern canon by the eve of World
War II. Throughout, it seeks to relate the discourse of artistic avant-gardism in all
its forms to contemporary social and political histories.

Impressionism
Art in Theory (1648-1815) provides a wide-ranging and comprehensive collection
of documents on the theory of art from the founding of the French Academy until
the end of the Napoleonic Wars. Like its highly successful companion volumes, Art
in Theory (1815-1900) and Art in Theory (1900-1990), its' primary aim is to provide
students and teachers with the documentary material for informed and up-to-date
study. Its' 240 texts, clear principles of organization and considerable editorial
content offer a vivid and indispensable introduction to the art of the early modern
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period. Harrison, Wood and Gaiger have collected writing by artists, critics,
philosophers, literary figures and administrators of the arts, some reprinted in their
entirety, others excerpted from longer works. A wealth of material from French,
German, Italian, Spanish, Dutch and Latin sources is also provided, including many
new translations. Among the major themes treated are early arguments over the
relative merits of ancient and modern art, debates between the advocates of form
and color, the beginnings of modern art criticism in reviews of the Salon, art and
politics during the French Revolution, the rise of landscape painting, and the
artistic theories of Romanticism and Neo-classicism. Each section is prefaced by an
essay that situates the ideas of the period in their historical context, while relating
theoretical concerns and debates to developments in the practice of art. Each
individual text is also accompanied by a short introduction. An extensive
bibliography and full index are provided. For more details of our book and journal
list in Art, visit http://www.blackwellpublishing.com/arttheory

Aesthetics and Painting
From the beginning of the colonial period to the recent conflicts in the Middle East,
encounters with the Muslim world have helped Americans define national identity
and purpose. Focusing on America's encounter with the Barbary states of North
Africa from 1776 to 1815, Robert Allison traces the perceptions and misperceptions of Islam in the American mind as the new nation constructed its
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ideology and system of government. "A powerful ending that explains how the
experience with the Barbary states compelled many Americans to look inward . . .
with increasing doubts about the institution of slavery." —David W. Lesch, Middle
East Journal "Allison's incisive and informative account of the fledgling republic's
encounter with the Muslim world is a revelation with a special pertinence to today's
international scene." —Richard W. Bulliet, Journal of Interdisciplinary History "This
book should be widely read. . . . Allison's study provides a context for
understanding more recent developments, such as America's tendency to
demonize figures like Iran's Khumaini, Libya's Qaddafi, and Iraq's Saddam."
—Richard M. Eaton, Eighteenth Century Studies

Learning to Look at Modern Art
This fascinating book investigates what is specifically German about German art,
focusing on the attitudes Germans have had toward their art from the Romantic
period to the present and discussing the ways in which they have tried to find their
identity as a nation through this art. Hans Belting proposes that the history of
German art criticism has been coloured by division, a split caused both by
opposing ideologies and by the contradiction between what the Germans have
wanted their artand their nation - to be and the reality of what they were.
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The Theory of Color in Its Relation to Art and Art-Industry
Art in Theory 1815-1900 provides the most wide-ranging and comprehensive
collection of documents ever assembled on nineteenth-century theories of art.
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